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Introduction: We are finalizing a 1:24,000-scale 

geologic map of strata observed in a HiRISE stereo-

derived orthoimage that transects central Hadriacus 

Cavi, a 65 km long, 15 km wide set of irregularly-

shaped, east-west oriented depressions located imme-

diately north of topographic promontories in southwest 

Tyrrhena Terra. Our map-based investigation was de-

signed to identify and temporally and spatially con-

strain the geologic units that make up the Martian cra-

tered highlands and to gain an improved understanding 

of the range and interaction of geologic processes that 

they imply. We identify, describe, and subdivide geo-

logic units based on dominant grayscale tone, meter-

scale texture, and lateral continuity as observed in a 0.5 

m/px orthoimage derived from HiRISE stereo-pair 

ESP_03124_1525 and ESP_032069_1525. These im-

ages are supplemented by the stereo-derived DTM (1.5 

m/post). We constructed >30 stratigraphic sections to 

detail and laterally correlate unit and subunit character-

istics [1] and determined strata orientations using Lay-

erTools [2]. Mapping was facilitated by extracting mul-

tiple topographic profiles and using 3-D renderings. 

We also used CTX, HRSC, and THEMIS daytime and 

nighttime IR mosaics to link local observations to sur-

rounding terrains, which is proving critical to ascertain-

ing potential origin. All mapping was completed using 

ArcGIS software. Here, we provide bulk characteristics 

for major unit groups and offer interpretations regard-

ing their potential origin and evolutionary sequence. 

Results: We map four unit groups that form the 

bulk of wall-rock and floor units within Hadriacus Cavi 

(not including surficial units). In general, light-toned 

strata form steep (up to 60°) slopes and scarps, imply-

ing increased erosional resistance compared to inter-

vening dark-toned strata, which form shallower slopes 

(<20°) and source pervasively-occurring surficial sed-

iments. We map lineaments throughout the map area, 

which generally parallel E-W and NE-SW regional 

trends. Though we observe no widespread angular un-

conformities, we do observe local layer truncations as 

well as units that laterally grade and/or pinch out. In 

general, all mapped strata dip 2-6° to the north-

northwest, though moderate undulations are observed.  

Basal Group. The basal group is topographically 

and stratigraphically the lowest group in the study re-

gion, covers 8.1 km2 (6%) of the map area, and crops 

out between -2492 and -2838 m elevation. It consists of 

mostly massive, dark-toned material that contains at 

least three apparently widespread light-toned layers 

that form low-relief (<10 m) scarps, which shed meter-

scale blocks. A single light-toned outcrop that contains 

angular, mostly interlocking blocks up to 10 meters in 

diameter represents the base of the basal group in the 

map region. Other than this outcrop and light-toned 

scarps, the bulk of the basal group is slope-forming, 

heavily obscured by dark-toned colluvium and dunes, 

and displays few internal textures or features at or-

thoimage resolution. Interpretation: The pervasive 

absence of internal stratification and discerning textural 

characteristics as well as widespread burial by surficial 

units makes ascertaining unit origin problematic. The 

lowest light-toned unit may by a impact-related mega-

breccia, though the mostly interlocking nature of ob-

serve blocks implies post-emplacement fracturing. 

Dark-toned subunits may be aeolian sand sheets with 

intervening light-toned layers reflecting stable surfaces. 

The contact with overlying units is obscured by surfi-

cial sediment, further complicating unit interpretations. 

Cavi Group: The cavi group superposes the basal 

group and forms the upper walls of the cavi located in 

the study area. It covers 62 km2 (47%) of the map area 

and crops out between -2185 and -2812 m elevation. 

The groups consists of light- and dark-toned strata that 

form scarps and slopes, respectively. The cavi group 

contains a lowermost, 20-40 meter thick, light-toned 

unit that is dominated by interlocking, meter-scale pol-

ygons with frequent submeter-scale dark-toned layers. 

This unit forms mostly slopes, though scarps are not 

uncommon. Columnar joints are locally observed in 

some scarps. This unit appears to transition upward 

into a mostly 20-50 meter-thick, light-toned unit com-

posed of a blocky texture near the limit of image reso-

lution as well as common meter-scale dark-layers. This 

unit is characterized by symmetric and asymmetric 

light-toned lenses with flat or rounded tops that com-

monly connect to meters-thick, light-toned layers that 

either grade or pinch out. At least 90 of these lenses 

occur in the map region; these range from 10 to >200 

meters in width along outcrop (mean of 63 m) and from 

1 to 13 meters in thickness (mean of 4 m). This unit is 

superposed by a 20-30 meter-thick unit that is domnat-

ed by regularly-stratified, meters-thick light- and dark-

toned subunits that grade laterally. The uppermost unit 

of this group represents a reference surface (informally 

termed “level zero”) that occurs throughout Hadriacus 

Cavi. Interpretation: We interpret cavi group units as 
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volcaniclastic rocks and sediments. Units that contain 

polygonal textures directly correlate to near-vertical 

columns observed in scarps and lead us to interpret 

these as columnar joints formed by cooling and con-

traction of lava or ashflow tuffs (ignimbrites). We fa-

vor the latter due to the absence of dark-toned, blocky 

outcrops that have been observed and interpreted as 

lava flow margins in other areas of Mars [e.g., 3]. In-

tervening, laterally grading, meter-scale dark-toned 

strata may represent textural and/or compositional dif-

ferences in volcaniclastic sediments and/or accumula-

tions of sand-rich deposits. Superposing this potential 

volcaniclastic unit, we interpret lens-like features as 

channel cross-sections. Layer orientations and best-fit 

surfaces through interpreted channel surfaces indicate 

transport and deposition to the north-northwest. Noting 

lateral gradation and pinch-outs but an overall lack of 

layer truncations, we postulate that these units may be 

remobilization deposits that superpose primary pyro-

clastic units wherein channel widths and depths suggest 

an aggrading, mixed-load dominated, subaerial channel 

system with low to moderate sinuosity [4]. We inter-

pret the superposing light- and dark-toned stratified 

units that define the uppermost cavi group as sand 

sheets and possibly alluvial and/or thin ashfall units. 

Impact craters that superpose the cavi group indicate 

the surface was somewhat stable, undergoing neither 

significant erosion or deposition for a period of time. 

Mons Group. The mons group forms and crops out 

at the margins of irregularly-shaped hills located above 

the “level zero” reference surface. It covers 14 km2 

(10%) of the map area and crops out between -2117 

and -2505 m elevation. The mons group consists of 

mostly massive, light-toned units and subunits with 

meter-scale polygons and some angular, interlocking 

blocks, though laterally discontinuous, dark-toned, 

blocky outcrops are not uncommon. We also observe 

some possible large-scale cross-stratification as well as 

laterally variable thicknesses of some mons group units 

and subunits. Dark-toned, meters-thick layers exist but 

are not vertically or laterally widespread. Mons group 

strata form continuous, steep slopes with intermittent 

scarps. Dip directions of mons group strata vary signif-

icantly. Interpretation: We interpret mons group strata 

as a sequence of volcanic rocks and sediments, perhaps 

including some remobilized detritus. The light-toned, 

polygonal nature mimics units of the cavi group and 

lead us to infer a volcaniclastic origin, perhaps as air-

fall or ashflow. Though we do not observe columns in 

the mons group, we do observe laterally discontinuous, 

dark-toned and blocky outcrops that are texturally simi-

lar to units interpreted as lava flows in other regions of 

Mars [3]. 

Palus Group. The palus group crops out in the 

northern part of the map area along the topographic 

scarp separating Hadriacus Palus from Hadriacus Cavi. 

The group covers 14 km2 (11%) of the map area and 

crops out between -2640 and -2802 m elevation. It 

consists of a lowermost, light-toned stratified to mas-

sive unit, a light-toned unit composed of meter- to dec-

ameter-scale polygonal (interlocking) or angular (inter-

locking and non-interlocking) blocks, and an upper-

most light- and dark-toned stratified unit. The palus 

group superposes the cavi group and exhumed palus 

group strata are locally overlain by ejecta from a 2 km-

diameter crater located outside of the map area to the 

east. Palus group strata show an average dip of 3° to 

the south, though some layers – particularly lower sec-

tions – show slight northward dip. Interpretation: The 

origin of palus group units is unclear. A southward dip 

of some of these units constrasts most other mapped 

units in the region, which show a northward dip. We 

interpret these units as primary and remobilized vol-

caniclastic deposits sourced from the south (perhaps 

stratigraphically and geologically equivalent to mons 

group units) as well as fluvial, debris flow, and possi-

bly thin lacustrine (?) deposits related to Napo and 

Huallaga Valles to the north and east, respectively. 

Discussion: We interpret the geologic units 

mapped in central Hadriacus Cavi as a sequence of 

predominantly volcaniclastic sediments that were peri-

docially remobilized by northward flowing fluvial sys-

tems and which abutted and interfingered with sedi-

ments sources form larger-scale highland channels that 

eroded highland surfaces to the north and east. Though 

much of the previous work in this and other circum-

basin highland areas has entrenched the idea that an-

cient topographic promontories are uplifted crustal 

blocks related to basin-scale impacts [e.g., 5], we iden-

tify unit characterisics that implicate proximal volcanic 

activity. The overall lack of widespread unconformities 

in our map region suggest a large source of material, 

which can be only be accounted for by near-field vol-

canism. These observations necessitate a re-evaluation 

of whether local topographic promontories are indeed 

impact-uplifted blocks or whether some may be vestig-

es of ancient highland caldera. 
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